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Abstract
This paper presents a policy approach designed to mitigate the threat
from Salafi-jihadi ideology in Australia. Instead of the traditional policy
approach of targeting adults who may be vulnerable, or seeking to
correct Salafi ideology at a late stage, it argues that policy-makers
should complement efforts aimed at adult counter-radicalisation by
encouraging Muslim parents to shape positive ideology in the home,
aimed at children in primary-school age groups.
The advocated policy includes social research activity that would
provide Muslim communities with a means to better understand their
role in shaping young minds, supported by scholastic materials. This
would provide the agency to demonstrate to their fellow Australians
that they are a key and willing element in building resilience and
encouraging social participation in shaping the formation of an
Islamic identity compatible with the secular liberal norms underpinning
Australian society.
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Introduction
Salafi-jihadi terrorism presents a wicked policy problem for Western leadership.
Salafi-jihadist violence is on an upwards trajectory. The frequency of
incursions into Western states rises as awareness grows among jihadists that
high-impact, high-coverage operations are achievable using the simplest
of domestic means. This trend line continues regardless of well-intentioned
attempts by Western leaders to re-frame the narrative of responsibility away
from acknowledgement of the theological and doctrinal sources. Instead
of delegitimising extremism, the policy may become twisted into a tool for
recruitment, as seen in recent ISIS propaganda. Efforts to uncouple the religion
from Islamically-motivated violence produce scorn from the perpetrators of
violence and are viewed by Salafi-jihadists as illustrative of the moral weakness
and corruption of the secular West, and as validation for their divine mission.1
As public concerns are downplayed or dismissed as ignorant or prejudiced,
constituencies may become frustrated and marginalised and possibly drawn
to the fringe. Such fringe commentary may succeed in attributing blame
in a manner superficially appealing to such concerns but that risks further
contamination of the policy debate by reinforcing racist and prejudiced
ideologies. The July 2016 Australian election results support this analysis, with
the election of four One Nation candidates to the Senate. Muslim migration,
extremism and perceptions related to integration were among factors in the
success of One Nation, with its leader Pauline Hanson later calling for a ban on
Muslim migration to Australia.2
Rather than reflecting a minority view, recent polling heightened concerns
when it showed half of voters aggregated across all parties held support for
such a policy.3 In analysis of this polling, the pollster noted:
This [is] not a ‘basket of deplorables’ who sit outside the confines of polite society,
that is 49% of the men and women who make up our nation. Yes, they are more
likely to vote Coalition or ‘other’ but 40% of Labor voters and one third of Greens
agree too. Look around you right now, there are people in your workplace, in
your street, on your train, who agree with Hanson.4

By contrast, a more recent poll showed a (relatively) more positive result,
indicating only 33 per cent of Australians opposed Muslim migration.5 Nonetheless,
while One Nation is unlikely ever to achieve government, its ability to influence
policy may persist, with additional polls showing that support for One Nation had
increased since the election, including a doubling of support in Queensland to
10 per cent,6 and concerns that at least ten seats were at risk of falling to One
Nation at the forthcoming state elections.7 This trend could impact both major
parties in Australia, with voter preferences moving from the traditional centreright and centre-left parties in favour of a deeply reactionary movement.
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Equally, failure to admit honestly the doctrinal legitimacy of Salafi-jihadism
is a disincentive to Muslim communities and their leaders to consider the
sociological, doctrinal and theological origins of Islamic extremism and thus to
consider their role in correcting them.8 If Islamic terrorism has ‘nothing to do with
Islam’, then it is not an issue that Muslims are responsible for addressing.9 Thus, the
aspirational narrative employed has the unintended consequence of leading
to growing disenfranchisement in the case of some non-Muslim constituencies
and a perceived failure of Muslim communities to act. These perceptions are
complementary and increase the problem. A lack of progressive, clear and
unified Muslim leadership contributes to a growth in anti-Muslim rhetoric and
demagoguery, and leads to further isolation of Muslim citizens.
This thesis presents a policy approach designed to mitigate the threat from
Salafi-jihadi ideology and give Muslim researchers and communities a key role
in its development. It does not argue that the risk can be negated entirely.
Ideology, especially one that has cultural traction, can never be extinguished.
As the American journalist Asra Nomani has said, ‘[i]deology doesn’t need a
passport…. It crosses borders’.10 Instead of the traditional policy approach of
targeting adults who may be vulnerable, or seeking to correct Salafi ideology
at a late stage, it proposes an educative model to assist Muslim children in
primary-school age groups.
The objective would be to shape formation of an Islamic identity compatible
with secular liberal norms underpinning Australian society, equally to provide
children with a level of resilience both in confronting the challenging nature of
Western society and the temptations and exhortations of jihadist demagogues.
In support of developing this model, the policy advocated includes social
research activity that would provide Muslim communities with a means to
understand better their role in shaping young minds. This would provide the
agency to demonstrate to their fellow Australians that they are a key and
willing element in any solution.

Background—‘nothing to do with Islam’
An earlier paper by the author debunked efforts to uncouple Islam from violent
expressions emanating from terrorist groups self-identified as Sunni Muslims.11 The
essay focused on the most pressing extremist movement of our age, Salafi-jihadism.
This ‘ancestralist’ strand of Sunni Islamic religious observance seeks to limit
adherence to a purified form of Islam focused on the Quran and the example set
by Mohammad and the early generations (the Salaf or ancestors).
Salafism rejects the role of additional, later sources. Salafism is puritanical,
merely prescribing a stricter adherence to core tenets of Islam that are central
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to the religious practice of all Muslims. Salafism exists on a spectrum within Islam
and, in the sense that it makes efforts to model its doctrines in stricter emulation
of the religion’s founder, Salafism is arguably more proximate to the origins of
Islam. This proximity is the wellspring of its legitimacy and attractiveness to a
growing number of Muslims.
In political responses to Salafi-jihadi violence, Western and Muslim apologetic
commentary consistently seeks to distance the Salafi sect—specifically its
jihadist manifestation—from Islam. While this political narrative is aimed at
social cohesion, it denies the credible concerns of the wider public who may
accurately draw a link between the rhetoric of perpetrators and their acts of
violence. If Salafi-jihadism is ‘nothing to do with Islam’, Islamic communities can
credibly avoid self-examination, and justifiably reject calls for responsibility in
monitoring and addressing the problem.
Uncoupling Salafi-jihadism from Islam and demonising Salafi adherents risks
polarisation of Muslims who may share many of the values of Salafism (such
as modes of conservative attire, controls on interaction between the sexes,
and limiting of dealings with non-Muslims), while not subscribing to their stricter
prohibitions on doctrinal innovation. Furthermore, denial of the militant nature
of Islamic jihad or cherry-picking of Quranic verses (while avoiding others) as
a means to uncouple Salafi-jihadis from the panoply of Muslim communities is
intellectually dishonest and has not impeded the appeal, growth and reach of
Salafi-jihadi ideology.
In order to expose the ahistorical flaws in this narrative, the earlier paper traced
the genealogy of Salafism historically and ideologically, from the early centuries
of Islam to the rise of Salafi-jihadism in the 1980s. Noting that ‘Salafism’ is a
modern political designator, the essay identified genealogical sources linking
modern adherents of ancestralist Sunni Islam to their forebears in the 8th, 12th
and 18th centuries—particularly focused on monotheism (tawhid) as the central
pillar of Islam. The essay drew a straight line from the Ahl Al Hadeeth movement
through to political activists in the 20th century Muslim Brotherhood movement
who were pivotal in the transition of ancestralist Islam into political action.
Finally, the essay analysed a key fatwa issued by the Salafi-jihadi ideologue
Abdallah Azzam showing the synthesis of Islamic doctrine with the political
ideas of the founder of the Muslim Brotherhood, Hassan al Banna, and his
successor Sayyid Qutb—which were in turn ancestralist reiterations of core
Islamic ideas around the conflict between pure monotheistic Islam and
ignorance (al jahiliyya). Thus, the analysis provided in the paper showed that
attempts to create a political narrative that uncouples Salafi-jihadism from
Islam are ahistorical, inaccurate and counter-productive.
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Part 1: Understanding the policy problem
Belief and the Western failure of imagination
Addressing this issue within Western nations requires acceptance of the
likelihood that indoctrination of Islamic spiritual beliefs leads to action by
Muslims in the temporal world. This has proven to be a difficult issue for many
politicians and some academics working in counter-terrorism to accept.
ISIS now exploits what it frames as the Western failure of imagination or wilful
avoidance in admitting what many policy-makers likely know to be true but find
too appalling to contemplate publicly—that Islam is a central factor in Islamic
terrorism. Shortly after the earlier paper was submitted, ISIS released Issue 15 of
its online propaganda platform, Dabiq, providing commentary that aligned
with the thesis presented. In an article titled ‘Why we hate you & why we fight
you’, the movement mocks the contortions (and perceived motivations) of
Western commentators in their efforts to find alternative, temporal explanations
for Salafi-jihadist violence, asserting that:
Many Westerners, however, are already aware that claiming the attacks of the
mujahidin to be senseless and questioning incessantly as to why we hate the West
and why we fight them is nothing more than a political act and a propaganda
tool. The politicians will say it regardless of how much it stands in opposition to
facts and common sense just to garner as many votes as they can for the next
election cycle. The analysts and journalists will say it in order to keep themselves
from becoming a target for saying something that the masses deem to be
‘politically incorrect’. The apostate ‘imams’ in the West will adhere to the same
tired cliché in order to avoid a backlash from the disbelieving societies in which
they’ve chosen to reside. The point is, people know that it’s foolish, but they keep
repeating it regardless because they’re afraid of the consequences of deviating
from the script.12

The article then spells out the six religious motivations for ISIS’ jihad, in priority
order. The first two are the obligations of tawhid (monotheism) and the secular
West’s transgression of the divine legal sovereignty that is central to tawhid.
Atheism and disrespect for Islam and the Prophet Mohammed are the third
and fourth, with perceived crimes against Islam fifth, and invasions against
Muslim territory as the sixth and last. A valid interpretation of this propaganda
is that it is intended as a provocation to goad Western leadership into explicitly
connecting the group with Islam.
The strategy here is that such a connection would offend and alienate
Muslim communities and assist recruitment to radicalism. Equally, and not
incompatibly, exists the possibility that ISIS legitimately views the West’s
unwillingness through the prism of its belief system: Islam. Failure to identify the
true theological motivators is then a sign of weakness and ignorance and—far
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from being frustrated by Western political messaging—ISIS identifies it as driven
by fear and an alarm at ISIS’ growing appeal. It thus becomes validation for
ISIS’ view that the West represents al-Jahiliyya (ignorance prior to receiving
Islamic enlightenment), which makes it an excellent rhetorical device to
assist recruitment.
That a policy approach of denying or downplaying the link between Islam and
Islamic violence has guided Western politics over the past decade is illustrated
by a revealing series of interviews with US leadership revealed in an April 2016
piece in The Atlantic titled ‘The Obama doctrine’, where then US President
Obama is revealed to be cautious about the social implications of honest
discussion around the issue—the implication being that the non-Muslim public
cannot be trusted in its reactions to such a debate:
Valerie Jarrett, Obama’s closest adviser, told him people were worried that the
group would soon take its beheading campaign to the US. ‘They’re not coming
here to chop our heads off’, he reassured her. Obama frequently reminds his staff
that terrorism takes far fewer lives in America than handguns, car accidents, and
falls in bathtubs do. Several years ago, he expressed to me his admiration for
Israelis’ ‘resilience’ in the face of constant terrorism, and it is clear that he would
like to see resilience replace panic in American society…. Obama modulates
his discussion of terrorism for several reasons: he is, by nature, Spockian. And
he believes that a misplaced word, or a frightened look, or an ill-considered
hyperbolic claim, could tip the country into panic. The sort of panic he worries
about most is the type that would manifest itself in anti-Muslim xenophobia or in a
challenge to American openness and to the constitutional order.13

The article notes that ‘[Obama’s] advisers are fighting a constant rear-guard
action to keep Obama from placing terrorism in what he considers its “proper”
perspective, out of concern that he will seem insensitive to the fears of the
American people’. Obama’s leadership in this area does not match the
internal views of the Administration, resulting in ‘frustration among Obama’s
advisers’, including Secretary of State John Kerry who was forced to walk back
comments in the article directly contradicting Obama’s more sanguine view.
Obama’s comments on the fear of ISIS attacks occurring in the US and
the rhetorical device of comparing the threat to domestic accidents are
illustrative of the disconnect between policy and the reasonable concerns
of wider society (and his close colleagues). Whether one views terrorism as a
strategic threat depends on whether toxic ideology is viewed as an existential
threat. Answering that question depends on a values proposition. But the
asymmetrical and random nature of terrorism, and the debate over what
motivates it, lead to confusion. The tendency to explain Islamic action through
the prism of motives more comprehensible to a secular mind underlines the
cognitive dissonance experienced in Western analysis.
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This leads to rhetoric aimed at invalidating rational concerns—evident most
famously in Obama’s analogy. Yet to compare terrorism to domestic accidents
is a logical fallacy—a form of category error used to trivialise such concerns.
Saying that more people die from car crashes in the West than from terrorism
is a non sequitur, akin to saying more people died in the West from car crashes
than died from Stalinism. It says nothing about the value in defeating Stalinism
as a toxic ideology and says nothing about the strategic, civilisational value in
defending Western ideology against military and ideological threats.
Obama’s analogy was a category error because it fails to acknowledge
the predictability of traffic accidents and that the likely circumstances and
locations in which they will happen is also predictable, as opposed to terrorism
which erodes confidence and certainty by happening unpredictably in
incongruous locations such as nightclubs, workplaces, primary schools and
other ‘safe spaces’.
It also says nothing of the asymmetric harm: while a car accident involves
loss of life and impact on local economies, terrorism undertaken by limited,
non-state actors might affect tourist economies or destroy an entire parliament
or infrastructure resource. For the population, traffic and bathroom accidents
are a comprehendible, socially acceptable risk devoid of the asymmetric
harm of terrorism. Such rhetoric—comparing an asymmetric ideological
threat to a domestic accident—therefore fails to address the deeper issue of
sociological impact. Terrorism impacts confidence, which impacts behaviours
and culture, in turn driving policy changes. It forces subtle and not-so-subtle
accommodations. It challenges and forces us to modify our values.
This awareness clearly informs policy, despite the public rhetoric. That
eradication of terrorism (or at the very least its mitigation) is considered a
good policy objective rather than a mere distraction—and regardless of the
economies of scale at play between the threats of terrorism and Stalinism—
is demonstrated by the significant expenditure made by successive US
governments in the military, law enforcement, intelligence agencies and in
social cohesion programs intended to address jihadi ideology.14
The disconnect between political strategic messaging and public perception
has been mirrored in other Western nations. It is clear, for example, that French
President François Hollande has adopted a strategy that mirrors the Obama
doctrine, on various occasions specifically denying that Islamic terrorists
were even Muslim.15 However, Hollande’s recent candid revelations to his
official biographers have shocked the French public because they drastically
contradict his previous public statements. For example:
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On the politically toxic subject of immigration, the French president goes on to
acknowledge that ‘there have been too many arrivals, too much immigration’—
and that an aggressive form of Islam constitutes a ‘problem’ for France.16

This change in rhetoric might suggest a strategic repositioning, aimed
at preventing the flow of votes to extreme right-wing parties. Hollande’s
course-correction on public messaging might equally be seen as an
acknowledgment of public concerns and a setting of the scene for a national
debate on Islamic terrorism, Islamic identity and the idea of French national
identity more generally. These revelations thus suggest a realisation within the
French leadership that attempts to decouple Islam from Islamically-motivated
violence are discordant and unconvincing—and have not progressed efforts
to arrive at social policy solutions.
It appears likely that Australian policy-makers have arrived at the same
conclusion, with Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull willing to draw the connection
in a manner that is nuanced, balanced and less likely to lead to community
tensions. In comments in June 2016, preceding the July election, Turnbull
warned against attempts to deny the link existed while noting that the problem
rests within a minority grouping of Muslims:
Mr Turnbull said he had already made the connection and emphasised his belief
it was incorrect to deny a link between terrorism and Islam.
‘We should not be so delicate as to say that ISIL and its ilk have got nothing to do
with Islam but neither should we tag all Muslims or their religion with responsibility for
the crimes of a tiny terrorist minority’, he said, ‘That is precisely what the extremists
want us to do. So, of course, saying it has nothing to do with Islam, that’s not right’.
Mr Turnbull indicated he had conveyed this to Islamic leaders at a recent
Ramadan iftar dinner at Kirribilli House.17

Turnbull’s observations, like Hollande’s but made publicly, again provide fresh
opportunity for a more open discussion of the connection between Islamic
ideology and Islamic violence. They tacitly acknowledge the growing concerns
of the Australian electorate and its frustration surrounding the perceived
manner in which the discussion has been handled.

Community responsibility
Another obstacle arises in discussion of how much responsibility (if any) Muslim
communities should accept for the phenomenon of terrorism. The debate here
often is confused between personal responsibility of peaceful Muslims—which
of course should be nil—and social responsibility arising from support for an
ideology that motivates violence, which arguably requires examination.18 The
difficulty arises in proving that the latter responsibility exists, due to the huge
diversity of expressions of Islam and their competing truth claims.
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A Sunni Muslim, for example, cannot be responsible for the alleged ideological
misdemeanors of a Shia Muslim because the veracity of each sect is in dispute.
With multiple expressions claiming legitimacy, no-one is responsible for the
misinterpretations of those whose claims may be characterised as divergent
or fraudulent. This is why the approach of uncoupling Salafi-jihadism from its
origins is counter-productive. The problem is compounded when, for example,
Australia’s most prominent Muslim leader links terror attacks such as the Paris
massacres to temporal causes such that ‘all causative factors such as racism,
Islamophobia, curtailing freedoms through securitisation, duplicitous foreign
policies and military intervention must be comprehensively addressed’, but
fails to examine or apportion any responsibility to Islamic ideology.19
While Muslim commentaries in the West deny linkages or decry them as
‘demonisation’, and as Western intellectuals and politicians engage in what
Sam Harris has called a ‘pornography of self-doubt’, Middle East-based
Muslim commentators, though heavily in the minority, have shown some new
willingness to engage the public courageously with the truth.20 Three examples
should suffice. In a program broadcast on Rotana Khalijiyya on 3 April 2016,
Saudi TV host Nadine Al Budair noted that whenever there is a terrorist attack,
‘smart alecks and hypocrites’ in the Muslim world vie to claim that the attack
has nothing to do with Islam and the perpetrators do not represent Muslims.21
Al Budair asserted that ‘[w]e witness people competing in an attempt to be
the first to prove that everything that is happening has nothing to do with the
Muslims, and that the terrorists are highway robbers and homeless alcoholics
and drug addicts’, before pointing out that Europe has many more non-Muslim
drug addicts and homeless people who pose no threat of terrorist violence.
In order to address the issue, she argues that ‘[w]e must admit that they are
present everywhere, that their nationality is Arab and that they adhere to the
religion of Islam’. In another example, on 22 March 2016, Egyptian TV personality
Amr Diab underscores the hypocrisy of blaming the violence of Muslims on the
West instead of analysing the ideology, saying:
Should I quote from early history? It was Muslims who killed Hussein.... [T]hree of the
righteous caliphs were killed while praying! Did Belgium kill them or did England?
Or maybe it was done by the CIA?22

Finally, in a speech delivered on 22 May 2016, Egyptian intellectual Sayyed
Al Qemani mocked Western figures including Ban Ki Moon and François
Hollande, who have become ‘self-appointed experts’ on Islam by denying
the linkage between the ideology and the atrocities experienced in France
and elsewhere.23 In doing so, Al Qemani sarcastically quips that they follow the
example of Islamic scholars who also make such denials in contradistinction to
the actual example set by the life of the Prophet Mohammad, saying that ‘[i]f
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you compare the views of the various Islamic groups on what true Islam is, you
will find that the Prophet Mohammed was the only one who did not know true
Islam’. Al Qemani provides a stark warning regarding denying the risk posed by
anti-contextual doctrinaire Islam:
Any Muslim who thinks that his religion is suited to all times and places is a terrorist
by definition. All scorpions sting. But some scorpions have actually killed someone,
while other scorpions have not killed anyone yet. The only difference between
them is that the latter have not had the opportunity to kill. They have not had
the chance to perform the best act that brings you closest to Allah. The best act
in Islam is to storm into the enemy’s midst. The best act that brings you closest to
Allah is the duty of jihad.

Although these examples are recent, they echo commentary made by other
Arab intellectuals and political figures extending into the last decade, including
the Saudi writer Ibrahim Al Buleihi,24 Professor Abd Al-Hamid Al Ansari, former Dean
of Islamic Law at Qatar University,25 Kuwaiti political scientist Nasser Al Dashti,26 the
Shia Iraqi politician Ayad Jamal Al Din/Deen,27 Parisian community leader Ghaleb
Bencheikh,28 Kuwaiti author Ibtihal Al-Khatib,29 the Syrian poet Adonis,30 and others.
Together, they show a deeper level of historical and textual understanding, honesty
and courage than is often seen in Muslim communities in the West, where Muslim
leadership is perceived as avoiding the issue or appears to lack the language and
public relations skills to communicate more effectively.31

Part 2: Analysis
Addressing the issue of Salafi-jihadi violence entails an intellectual confrontation
between the modern ideology of Western liberalism and a religious ideology
that is almost uniquely resilient to reform.32 Western policy-makers are illequipped to navigate the deep currents of a belief system of which most have
little historical and theological knowledge. Increasingly they have adopted an
aspirational strategy that seeks to sell a laudable but ahistorical progressive
interpretation of Islam as representative of all Muslim communities. In order
to confront the real problem, and to understand the approach that will be
presented here, policy-makers need to acknowledge several fundamental
concepts relevant to Islam and its predominating effect on Muslims.
•

Islam’s source is immutable. While expressions of Islam are diverse, the core
source of Islam (the Quran) is immutable. This means that the centrality of
Prophet Mohammad’s example (contained within the Hadith) is fixed by
the Quran and cannot be challenged (Quran; 33:21: ‘You have indeed in
the messenger of God an excellent example for the one who longs for God
and the last day, and remembers God abundantly’.33).
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•

Mohammad’s example can be problematic when removed from its
historical context. While the authenticity of Prophetic traditions (the
ahadith) has been challenged over time, there is now a substantial
longstanding canon of authenticated ahadith that is fixed.34 For Sunni
Muslims (and Salafi-jihadists), the key sources are Sahih Al Bukhari and
Sahih Al Muslim. These sources contain examples of behaviour that are
pious, tolerant and peaceful—alongside examples that are warlike
and intolerant and antithetical to Western liberal concepts. All such
authenticated examples are equally valid, and thus problematic if
applied outside of historical context.35 That means, for example, that
such ISIS atrocities as brutal punishments and executions of captives and
dividing up women as spoils of war (sex slaves) may have valid precedent
(as asserted by jihadists) on the basis of doctrinal sources [Quran 5:33,
5:24], supported by scholarly exegesis.36

•

Belief informs action. Devout Muslims undertake actions in the temporal
world informed on the basis of spiritual belief, modelled on the ideal
behaviour of the Prophet Mohammad. Because this is such a controversial
assertion, and pivotal to the policy approach, it will be explored in more
detail below.

•

Belief systems are hard-wired in early childhood development. There is
extensive research showing that the development of prejudices is shaped
in childhood, from liberalism through to racism. Ideology develops in the
home and in the heavily managed community engagements experienced
by children. Islam is an ideology like any other, that is shaped by early
experience—whether by explicit instruction or by passive reception through
environmental circumstances. Islam itself acknowledges this fact in an
authenticated hadith stating that parents determine the religious ideology
of their children.37 This aspect will also be discussed in more detail in the
following section.

•

More research is required to understand Islam’s impact on childhood
development. While substantial research exists on the development of
racist or prejudicial behaviour in ‘white’ children, there is comparatively
little research mapping the childhood development of anti-social prejudice
within Muslim communities. Studies of this kind, especially if undertaken
by Muslim scholars, would be useful in encouraging and shaping Muslim
community approaches to minimising inculcation of elements of Islam that
inhibit integration in Western society. Again, this element will be examined
in more detail below.
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Belief informs action
In contrast to ISIS and its supporters, some academics, experts and
politicians continue to seek explanations for Islamically-motivated violence
in environmental and circumstantial factors such as poverty, dispossession
and lack of opportunity.38 Marc Sageman, by contrast, has challenged the
conventional view that a cocktail of temporal factors, psychopathology and
religious indoctrination in adulthood are key factors in radicalisation, focusing
his thesis on bonds developed in social networks.39 Thus religious ideology is
not entirely discounted by Sageman and other researchers. As Sageman has
more recently noted, ‘[t]here is no doubt that ideology, including global neojihadi ideology, is an important part of any explanation in the turn to political
violence, but we still don’t understand how’.40
The author takes the view that the full combination of temporal factors
contributes to decisions to act with violence but that—in the case of
Salafi-jihadism—those factors are interpreted through the prism of religious
ideology. One might note that comparative analysis of the same factors existing
for other religions co-located with Muslim groups in identical circumstances
does not produce similar violent responses, whether regionally or within
diaspora populations. No Christian Arab suicide terrorists have emerged from
Lebanon, Syria or Iraq in recent decades, despite sharing linguistic, cultural
and economic circumstances—and often ethnicity.41 In Iraq, Christian Arab
minorities have endured sustained abuses and humiliations at the hands of
their cohabitants but without provoking an extreme retaliation.
In efforts to minimise the role of religion, Islamically-motivated suicide terrorism
is often compared with the suicide terrorism undertaken by Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Elam (LTTE) operatives. What becomes clear however is that the LTTE case
parallels the role of religion in Islamically-motivated suicide bombings because
of the cult-like charismatic leadership of LTTE leader Vellupillai Prabhakaran.
What is also less well known is that LTTE did not undertake suicide operations
until after its contact with Hezbollah—a Shia Islamic organisation that has used
the same methodology.42
The fact that organisations using suicide tactics are overwhelmingly Islamic or
of Muslim cultural origin (in the minority cases of PKK [Kurdistan Workers’ Party]
and a few others) is stark when researching credible databases.43 A process of
elimination suggests Islam as the prevailing influence yet, despite the weight of
evidence, Islam remains the factor to be avoided, denied or defended when
discussing the phenomenon. As Mary Habeck notes:
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The consistent need to find explanations other than religious ones for the attacks
says, in fact, more about the West than it does about the jihadis. Western scholars
have generally failed to take religion seriously. Secularists, whether liberals or
socialists, grant true explanatory power to political, social, or economic factors but
discount the plain sense of religious statements made by the jihadis themselves.
To see why jihadis declared war on the United States and tried to kill as many
Americans as possible, we must be willing to listen to their own explanations. To
do otherwise is to impose a Western interpretation on the extremists, in effect to
listen to ourselves rather than to them.44

There is understandable resistance to the possibility that Islamic belief might
be the key source of Islamically-motivated violence because the threat
then becomes insurmountable as the problem of determining the distinction
between quietest piousness and dangerous radicalism becomes abstract. In
other words, the gradations of ideological belief can be infinitesimally small
at the conservative end such that identifying the internalised point at which
someone traverses from purist conservative to political radical to activated
violent extremist becomes indeterminate.
In the absence of mind-reading or the frank admission of Muslims, knowing
when someone crosses over is a matter of entirely subjective assessment,
whose accuracy can only ever be judged retrospectively after an act of terror
is undertaken. Rationalisation of causes of violent jihad based on temporal
factors thus becomes attractive because—for practical policy purposes—
the implications to be drawn in connecting Islam to Islamic violence are too
depressing to contemplate.
But belief does inform action. Religious belief is no different to any other
set of values that delineate right and wrong action: whether liberalism or
conservatism, racism or libertarianism, communism or fascism. Like any ideology,
religion structures and explains a shared reality. It centres the individual within
a community of belief and provides reassurance. Scott Gibbs and others
describe religious belief as a means of coping with the anxiety experienced
in confronting the unanswerable question of meaning.45 Religious doctrine
and practice are a neurotic defence essential to cope with such existential
angst. Religion, according to Gibbs, is ‘the avoidance of self-affirmation in
an attempt to avoid the anxiety of the disintegration of the psychic self’ and
is essential to development, depending on the individual’s circumstances,
because it provides ‘self-affirmation, particularly psychic self-preservation,
through participation in the philosophy, structure, and authority of the group’.
As is well known, Islam’s essential message is submission to the will of Allah,
who is the supreme legislator of the cosmos [Quran 12:40].46 The word
‘Islam’ is the verbal noun (masdar) which translates as ‘submission’. Islamicnaming conventions are linked to the names of God and submission to the
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religion, so that ‘Abdullah’ means slave (or servant in modern usage) of God,
‘Abdulrahman’ means slave of the merciful God, ‘Abdul Wahid’ means slave
of the one God, and so on. The covenant of submission in Islam is salvific—in
sacrificing independence of will, Muslims obtain meaning as creations of a divine
being who orders the universe, with the promise of ascending to an immortal,
idealised afterlife. Certitude in this belief must be maintained, even in the face
of challenges increasingly thrown up by modern technological advances and
the historical ascendency of non-Muslim societies. As Gibbs notes:
This sacrifice seems to accurately depict the choices made by violent, extremist
Muslims and more than likely those made by the vast majority of conservative
and neo-traditional Muslims, particularly those living by a strict, prescribed code
of conduct as outlined in the Qur’an and Islamic law. Both groups are at risk of
doubt. The former attempts to extinguish it through violence; the latter attempts to
deny its existence, often by attempting to silence or discredit the source of doubt.

Other psychological studies support the view that social responsibilities and
values derived from shared religious beliefs are a stronger driver in violent
behaviours than political factors or economic deprivations.47 Scott Atran, for
example, notes that:
Those who believe suicide terrorism can be explained by a single political
root cause, such as the presence of foreign military forces or the absence of
democracy, ignore psychological motivations, including religious inspirations,
which can trump rational self-interest to produce horrific or heroic behavior in
ordinary people.48

The question is why Western political examination of Islamic violence treats the
ideology of Islam as an exception—as an ideology disconnected from real
world consequences. The means to break down this cognitive bias is to increase
awareness of social science research that underlines the crucial role that religion
plays in bonding communities together under an identity underpinned by moral
values and concomitant defences and expiatory measures. Recent research,
for example, argues that religious belief more generally arises as a result of
selection pressures in which evolutionary success flows from membership of a
larger, ideologically cohesive group in which ‘interlocking systems’ of morality
are expressed through shared ritual that suppresses selfishness and ‘play a part
in encouraging social cooperation’, which:
[F]its well with McCullogh and Willoghby’s (2009) self-regulation theory, in that
the religious exercise of the ‘self-control muscle’ is usually done socially, via
group rituals and practices; even prayer done in isolation can be seen as a
continuation of this exercise, suppressing selfishness by continually keeping the
moral community and its shared values in mind.49

Other research focused on Muslim communities in Europe suggests that
Muslim religious identity is a ‘significant negative predictor’ of (host) national
identification for immigrant communities, with the independent effect of ethnic
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identity found to be ‘not significant’ and that ‘for the great majority of Muslims,
Muslim identity was a given … [and that] not being, or being somewhat of, a
Muslim was not a real option’.50 The authors further contend that:
Dutch disidentification was higher among participants that were more strongly
involved in actions and practices that directly implicate Muslim identity and among
participants that more strongly endorsed Muslim political organization. This suggest
that it is no so much identity importance but rather the content and meaning of
Muslim identity that makes Muslim and national identity more incompatible.51

This research suggests that religious faith binds communities and defines ingroup and out-group identification, and that plurality and tolerance of external
societies may be negatively impacted by the degree of religious conviction
experienced within the in-group. Since this is a significant predictor of group
behaviour among adults, it stands to reason that examination of the in-group
formation of such identity should be a priority, connected to the existing
predisposition toward examination of external factors.52

Islam’s lessons for developing minds
Social scientists are well aware of the impact that environment plays in
shaping ideologies (including harmful ones such as racism) in early to middle
childhood.53 Research shows that such ideology is fixed and difficult to correct
after the crucial period of cognitive development, though modified according
to perceived norms and freedoms of expression.54 Thus older children and
adolescents become adept at concealing aspects of ideology on the basis
of their rapid assessments of whether its reception would be well received
or otherwise. They conceal their actual beliefs in circumstances that are less
accepting but, nonetheless, those beliefs remain and are the prism through
which their cultural identity and values are shaped. Such studies show that
belief is a real issue that impacts society, that it can be measured through some
agreed metrics and suggest that it can be shaped consciously and subliminally.
As cited, many of these studies focus on understanding negative ideologies
fixed in childhood, transmitted through modelling of the parents’ beliefs
and those of their close community. There is a heavy weighting of research
in the area in the formation of racist ideology in ‘white’ families, its impact
on non-white identity groups, and advancing pedagogical approaches to
addressing the issue. In recent years, much study has focused on the related
issue of prejudice against Muslims—how it forms and spreads, and its impact on
Muslim opportunity and acceptance of Muslims by non-Muslims.55 By contrast,
there is no comparable body of research investigating the experiences of
prejudice in the home and local community that shape young Muslim minds
and that may make some individuals more sympathetic and vulnerable to
extreme expressions of Islam later in life.
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Thinking about Islam this way—as hard-wired belief—is anathema to Western
thinkers due to a post-Saidian caution surrounding Western cultural and
historical examination of non-Western societies, and the tendency to reject
the idea that religious beliefs rather than temporal factors inform mundane
social actions, let alone being central to violent radicalisation.56 It is also
anathema to Muslims because it requires an acceptance that Islam contains
some negative aspects if applied outside historical context (and thus that it
is no different in this regard to Judaism and Christianity). In contrast to social
science research on the development of racist ideology in childhood, which is
well accepted socially, the idea that religious belief shapes action—especially
negative action—remains taboo (as discussed in the earlier paper). Addressing
resistance to the idea that belief counts is key to implementing a policy solution.
While most (but not all) Muslims may initially be resistant to the idea that Islam’s
message is binary, they may nonetheless be receptive to the idea that their
messaging in the home environment shapes younger minds. Muslims will be
aware that there are many specific Quranic and hadith injunctions that support
a segregated view of the world by Muslims (see for example Quran 5:51).57
Any non-Muslim speaker of Arabic who has worked closely with Arab Muslims—
and developed real friendships with them—knows that Islamic society displays
conscious and unconscious prejudice against non-Muslims. It is a ubiquitous
fact of Arab media and a frequent experience in everyday verbal interaction
for non-Muslims to be identified as kafir or kuffaar (plural). This is an element of
ordering Islamic society, key to determining who is part of the in-group and
who is in the out-group.58
In my own experience, kafir and kuffaar have been used as a term of theological
art—in discussions with religious scholars and also, ironically and jokingly, by
friends and colleagues. My own anecdotal discussions with Muslim men and
women exploring the casual use of such terminology in the home suggest that
it is common. One colleague confided they often had to chastise their spouse
because of concern the use of such terms might influence prejudices in their
children. It is the case in my own experience of living near mosques in the Gulf
and the Levant over a decade that the terms are used during almost every
khutba (sermon) delivered at jumaa’ (Friday) prayers—often with great enmity
in sermons that starkly warn about injustices and infidelities of the non-Muslim
out-group.
Even used in everyday conversation by adult Muslims, whether ironic or
unconsciously, it is a term that divides the world and that subliminally may
impact childhood development. For most Muslims, it comes with years of
socialisation and pedagogical reinforcement in Arabic schoolbooks and
religious instructions that set a valence between God’s chosen people and
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those who remain in ignorance or reject Islam. For those who are better
informed, it also resonates with the legal classification and conditions
established historically (by Muhammad’s example) for those non-Muslims
who live in sacralised humiliation under Muslim rule. This is made explicit in
the Quran [9:29] in a passage dealing with payment of the jizya, a tax levied
on subjugated non-Muslims who wish to live under Muslim rule.59 As the Iraqi
Shia politician (and proponent of secularisation in the Middle East) Ayad
Jamal Al Din has noted in arguing for the separation of religion from politics
and governance:
Under the rule of Islam, there is no equality among people. Absolutely not. A
Muslim is not like a dhimmi [a Jew or Christian living under Muslim rule]. The term
dhimmi embodies a great deal of scorn and contempt. It is as if the Christian is
saying: ‘I am under your protection, under your thumb’. This is what it means.60

This inculcation is arguably a factor complicating the difficulties in integration
experienced by some Muslim migrants to the West. It is by now a clichéd and
non-controversial observation that some young Muslims may experience a
dissonance as a result of the pressure between traditional cultural expectations
and the competing influences and attractions of their adopted societies. The
othering of non-Muslim society in the doctrinal sources and within community
narratives must be of relevance here. Regardless of the differing syncretic
factors evident within the diverse expressions of Islam, the shared and
immutable doctrinal sources are intrinsic to Muslim cultural identity.61
Thus, Muslims raised on the cultural superiority of Islam are likely to be confronted
by an inverted world order characterised by the technological and military
strategic power of Western civilisation and by the perceived humiliation
of Muslims. This is an existential challenge that has been well-observed by
numerous commentators. David Cook, in one such example, writes, ‘[b]y the
1920s, the only areas of the Muslim world not directly or indirectly controlled by
Europeans were those that no one wanted.... For Muslims, all of this was a major
shock’.62 The decline of Muslim power in the Middle East thus became a factor
that fuelled radical narratives in the 20th century and to the present day—as
surveyed in the earlier paper by the author.63 Any rational consideration must
therefore be that this conscious and unconscious ordering of the world must
also have a prejudicial effect on early development within Muslim societies,
and plays a role in the alienation of communities displaced within the West.
The tragedy is that no significant exploration has been undertaken into
unhelpful prejudice-formation within Muslim families and societies, hence the
digression here into personal anecdote. Structured social research into how this
messaging occurs socially would be useful in encouraging Muslims to examine
their possible role in shaping younger minds, which will be addressed in Part 3.
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The problem of context
Salafi-jihadism is merely a modern designator. A focus solely on Salafi-jihadism
(or even its related manifestation within political Salafism) reflects an effort
to compartment the problem and recast it as separate from an idealised
‘mainstream’ concept of Islam. A more useful approach is to refer to any
uncompromising, anti-contextual ancestralism as presenting a potential threat
profile in Islamic societies.
Self-doubt is not a defining characteristic of Islam.64 Unlike Christianity, in
particular, Islam has managed to absorb the rapid arrival of technological and
intellectual developments without experiencing significant existential doubt.
Rather than threatening the privileged place Islam has as the prism through
which the world is understood, such advances are quickly subsumed within the
context of the divine narrative, redefined in subservience to the superiority of
the Islamic world-view.
These challenges of course have arrived externally and rapidly and have not
evolved within Islamic society itself, as they did over a long process in the West
where they had time to pervade and reshape cultural perspectives, building
on the enlightenment and the shift towards rational secularism. Instead, Islamic
scholars absorb such developments into Islam’s core truth claims. Thus we see,
for example, a Saudi Muslim scholar, Abdurahman al Sheha, make the claim
that the Quran predicted scientific developments even on the sub-atomic
scale.65 This is easily done because the key source of Islam has a mechanism
allowing Muslims to accommodate developments within Islam’s ability to
predict all possible eventualities.66 A standard example of this can be seen in
an article by the very popular Saudi scholar Salman al-Oadah, who cites many
Quranic references to Allah as the all-knowing creator with knowledge of all
that is seen and unseen:
For instance: ‘Knower of the unseen and the seen’ [Su
ˉ rah al-An`a
ˉm: 73]
and ‘Knower of the unseen, from whom not an atom’s weight is hidden’
[Su
ˉ rah Saba`: 3].
Allah’s knowledge is complete and perfect. It comprehends the past, present
and future and always corresponds to reality. Allah says: ‘Does He not know what
He has created, and He is the Most Kind, the All-Aware’ [Su
ˉ rah al-Mulk: 14].
Allah’s knowledge is neither acquired through learning nor preceded by
ignorance. Allah’s knowledge compasses all things, as does His mercy and
wisdom. Nothing in the heavens or on Earth escapes His notice. Allah says: ‘There
falls not a leaf but He knows it, nor a grain in the darkness of the Earth, nor anything
green nor withered but it is all in a clear book’ [Su
ˉ rah al-An`a
ˉm: 59].67

The fact that the Quran has ambiguous passages that can be interpreted
widely—often assisted by obscure or long-forgotten lexical meanings—also
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assists in the flexibility of such exegesis.68 Indeed, many Muslims believe that
the Quran can only be understood in Arabic because that was the language
chosen by God for its transmission.69 This combination of actual and claimed
opacity of meaning married to an ideology designed to easily adapt new
developments as being predictable within the theological world-view creates
a major difficulty in addressing Islamically-motivated violence. It means that
Islam can place external challenges into its own context but not the reverse.
For ancestralists, Islam dismisses the idea that different contexts exist at all.
There is no difference between the life and times of the Prophet Mohammad
and modern ages. There is only one context: the world created by God.
If the Quran and the Hadeeth (and medieval Muslim exegesis) exist as
repositories for an ideology of militant expansionism, containing elements
of anachronistic cultural misogyny and prejudice, then anti-contextual
ancestralism is the pathway to actualisation of that ideology.70 While there
is absolutely no doubt Islamic religious sources contain peaceful messages
adaptable to a modern context, equally there is no doubt the same texts—
shared across sects—contain exhortations to behaviours problematic for
Western liberal freedom.
This is not to say the same problems have not existed in other religions such as
Christianity and Judaism.71 But in most cases, those issues have been pushed
from the public square as a result of developments in science and critical
reasoning—and especially through efforts (willingly or otherwise) to place them
within their proper historical context. Equally, it could be inferred the success of
most Muslim communities in adapting to or even embracing Western life is on
the basis of successful contextualisation. Adoption of a more flexible approach
to belief entails accommodation of contextual compromises. The problem
remains that the Quran exists as the received word of God—verbatim and
unchangeable. So even for the peaceful majority of Muslims, the text is not
open to revision. If the text is not open to variation or negotiation, it then follows
that the pragmatic starting point in countering negative ideology is to draw on
the positive aspects available within the source material.

Part 3: Theological solutions and new
social research
Noting that Islam is an ideology—a set of beliefs—no different to any other in its
reception and inculcation during early childhood development, the answer lies
in working selectively with the theological source material. With the awareness
of the fact of the malleability of young minds and the ossification and fixing or
hardwiring of such beliefs as humans develop to the point that it is extremely
difficult to address in later life, policy-makers and Muslim communities should
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influence development positively through control of environmental messaging
(including conscious and subliminal signalling).
Young Muslims should receive knowledge of the source material in a phased
and highly selective manner, building resilience by setting and reinforcing
preferences for positive behaviour modelled on the best examples from Islamic
source material, and unimpeded by contact (until unavoidable) with elements
less compatible with a diverse, liberal society. This would build resilience in
young minds and provide biases to increase their chances of resisting Islamic
demagogues in later life.
This policy paper presents two complementary initiatives that would assist
Muslim communities, working with authorities, to cultivate Muslim ideals that
are compatible with liberalism.
•

Development of a Hadith-based early-learning program to be delivered
in primary schools that inculcates awareness of the Prophet Mohammad’s
most tolerant examples, including his resilience in the face of criticisms
and challenges to his beliefs. This program would be aimed at increasing
resilience in young Muslims as they mature into the high-risk period of
adolescence—hard-wiring cultural views and providing the conceptual
and rhetorical tools to resist indoctrination when confronted with
counter-factuals derived from the Prophetic traditions.
The aim would also be to identify cultural values that align with non-Muslim
values in order to encourage and ease Muslims towards an Australian
identity, promoting integration and assimilation. The objective would be to
present Muslim cultural identity as compatible with Australian identity. The
central component in this policy is the creation of a hadith guide for teachers
and community leaders. The essay will discuss two similar documents that
could be drawn on to visualise the approach. Those documents are aimed
at adult audiences, whereas the approach advocated here is aimed at
primary-school children.

•

Establishment of social research grants aimed at understanding the
shaping of prejudicial views in early development in Muslim families. While,
as discussed in Part 2 above, there are extensive academic studies of racist
and prejudicial domestic attitudes shaping the development and later
behavioural disposition of white children as they mature into adulthood
(and the impact on non-white ethnic communities), comparable research
is rare with regard to the shaping of prejudices within Muslim communities.
These studies would have to be undertaken by Muslim social-scientists—
ideally working with non-Muslim peers—in order to provide credibility that
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would make them persuasive in encouraging self-examination by Muslim
communities of their role in counter-radicalisation.
The above inter-related policy approach is based on an understanding that
early shaping is likely to be more successful than later intervention, the standard
approach adopted by governments. Later intervention is complicated and
resource intensive, and primarily left (in an ad hoc and reactive sense) to
over-stretched law enforcement and security agencies. The potential return
of hundreds of unreconstructed and combat-experienced terrorists from Syria
and Iraq is a concern to authorities because the task of monitoring them all,
let alone de-radicalising them, is impossible. Far better to provide means of
inoculating young Muslim minds against negative ideology before it has a
chance to take hold.

What is meant by ‘a hadith guide for early
childhood education’
While Part 2 has argued the need for social research to better understand how
ideological vulnerabilities might occur in childhood, it is important to flesh out
what is meant by the hadith guide proposal.
The interconnected policy proposal is focused on educational programs for
childhood development, linked to social research, and aimed at hard-wiring
a tolerant pluralistic form of Islam and building social skills and resilience. While
Islam (like many other religions) contains passages that reflect military solutions,
violence, prejudice and retributive justice, the aim would be to avoid or limit
exposure to these elements until much later. The material should ideally be
drawn from the two key sources that form the basis of Sunni adherence: the
Quran and the ahadith. Inclusion of materials from medieval scholarly exegesis
should be avoided because the breadth of opinions and contradictory views
would be too complicated for the target group. In order to demonstrate the
types of material that should be drawn on in designing class materials, some
examples are provided below.
The Quran celebrates the rich diversity of the universe as evidence of the
immanence of God in all things, for ‘among His Signs is the creation of the
heavens and the earth, and the difference of your languages and colours’
[30:22].72 This rich diversity in the temporal world is part of God’s plan for
humankind, a fact that we are told must be acknowledged and respected
by believers for, as the text reveals, ‘[v]erily in that are indeed signs for men of
sound knowledge’ [30:22]. The meaning here is that to be a true believer, you
must acknowledge the rightness of all things to exist.
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The Quran thus encourages an awareness of the diversity of human kind,
instructing that God ‘made you into nations and tribes that you may know one
another’ [49:12].73 This is further underlined by the revelation of Muhammad’s
central role in salvation for all living things, for He is advised, ‘[w]e sent you
(O Muhammad) not but as a mercy for the ‘Ãlamîn [mankind, jinn and all that
exists]’ [21:107].74 Contained within this message is an explicit acknowledgment
of the diversity of expressions of belief and, importantly, that it is not for Muslims
to judge the rightness of one expression over another:
We have established rites for every community to observe, so do not let them
draw you into dispute about the matter, but appeal to God, for you are certainly
following guidance that is sound. If they argue with you, then say, ‘God knows
best what you are doing’. God will judge among you, on the Day of Resurrection,
regarding what you differed on [22:67-69].

This verse is an explicit appeal to a reasoned, non-violent reaction when
confronted with such diversity—thus in opposition to the concept of takfir
(declaring a person to be an apostate). Each person is to worship according
to his or her practice, without concerning himself or herself with the modes of
others: judgment is for God alone in the next world.
Moving to the examples from the ahadith, it is possible to draw a very
human picture of the Prophet Muhammad, useful in creating a positive role
model for developing minds. In one famous tradition, we see the Prophet’s
compassionate rejection of divine retributive violence in favour of allowing
those who rejected Islam to arrive at the truth in good time:
[Mohammad] said: ‘[…] the hardest treatment I met from them was what I
received from them on the day of `Aqaba. I betook myself to Ibn `Abd Yalil b.
`Abd Kulal with the purpose of inviting him to Islam, but he did not respond to
me as I desired. So I departed with signs of (deep) distress on my face’.... The
angel in charge of the mountains (then) called out to me, greeted me and said:
‘Muhammad, God has listened to what thy people have said to thee. I am the
angel in charge of the mountains, and thy Lord has sent me to thee so that thou
mayest order me what thou wishest. If thou wishest that I should bring together
the two mountains that stand opposite to each other at the extremities of Mecca
to crush them in between, (I would do that)’. But [Mohammad] said to him: ‘I
rather hope that God will produce from their descendants such persons as will
worship Allah, the One, and will not ascribe partners to Him’.75

This is an example of ahadith used in counselling adults but equally contains
a richly narrated tradition with supernatural imagery appealing to young
children, with symbolic lessons on resilience they could easily map against their
own childhood tribulations.76
In another tradition, we see the Prophet Mohammad deliver a lesson on
commonsense and the separation of spiritual and temporal affairs that echoes
the Christian advice to ‘render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s’:
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Rafi’ b. Khadij reported that Allah’s Messenger came to Medina and the people
had been grafting the trees. He said: ‘What are you doing’? They said: ‘We are
grafting them’, whereupon he said: ‘It may perhaps be good for you if you do
not do that’, so they abandoned this practice (and the date-palms) began to
yield less fruit. They made a mention of it (to the Holy Prophet), whereupon he
said: ‘I am a human being, so when I command you about a thing pertaining
to religion, do accept it, and when I command you about a thing out of my
personal opinion, keep it in mind that I am a human being’.77

The ahadith contain many similar examples that deliver significant wisdoms
in a simple narrative that would be comprehensible to younger minds. These
include general humanistic lessons such as Muhammad’s admonition to his
followers to stand in respectful observance of the funeral procession of a
Jewish citizen; ‘When he was told that it was the coffin of a Jew, he said, ‘is it
not a living being (soul)’?78 They also include very specific guidance on Islamic
concepts such as jihad:
Narrated `Abdullah bin `Amr: ‘A man came to the Prophet asking his permission
to take part in Jihad. The Prophet asked him, “Are your parents alive”? He replied
in the affirmative. The Prophet said to him, “Then exert yourself in their service”’.79

As these examples show, the core theological texts of Islam provide a
rich resource to be drawn on in shaping impressionable minds. The policy
solution then requires a pragmatic and discriminating selection of source
material to shape ideological behaviours and to develop resilience based
on acceptance (by policy-makers) of the centrality of the ahadith in Islamic
ideology. The examples of the Prophet Muhammad are the guiding principles
for Islamic belief, shaping interpretation of worldly events, whether mundane
or of strategic significance, and setting behaviours in managing such events.80
They are a critical tool in cognitive development in Muslim communities. It is
undoubtedly the case that the majority of Muslim parents draw extensively on
these positive examples in raising their children, a fact supported anecdotally
in my own interactions with Muslim friends and colleagues.
The approach here is different because it seeks to limit exposure to the full
breadth of alternative examples contained in the hadith until an appropriate
maturity is reached. (It also seeks greater awareness, engagement and control
among Muslim parents regarding the exposure that their children may get to
non-positive examples as a result of religious education and social interaction
occurring outside the home). At this point, the charge may be levied that
this approach involves ‘cherry picking’ of doctrinal material, and that this
essay and the one that preceded have criticised policy-makers for the same
approach when used to uncouple jihadist violence from Islam. The difference
here is twofold. First, the approach proposed honestly admits to the strategy
employed. Second, and importantly, the intention is not to obscure influences
contained within Islamic ideology that might impede social engagement but
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to delay their reception until the point at which developing minds are better
able to contextualise them on the basis of a positive, engaged and tolerant
Islamic identity.
The aim, then, is to build resilience. This is a developmental issue affecting
young people generally but it becomes acute when a sub-group whose
religious group identity is centrally important to cultural cohesion interacts
with a secular supra-majority. Ideological acculturation provided in childhood
provides a narrative filter of obligations and social expectations that influences
the way adolescents and adults interpret their successes and failures, and
guides choices in reacting to them. In the case of young Muslims in conservative
families, they become products of a narrative of spiritual superiority and
mandated cultural separateness that plays on the promised restitution of
Islamic civilisational glory leading to salvation.
But Australian society makes no accommodations for young men of no
accomplishment. The absence of achievement or progress in young lives—
married to a cultural expectation of respect on the basis of identification as
a Muslim—can leave self-entitled young men vulnerable to recruitment by
ideologues because it makes them psychologically brittle in the face of Western
society’s disinterest in their belief system. In a secular society, there are no prizes
for religious identity. Thus, a closer focus on shaping resilience in earlier years
may increase the chances that young people will be able to contextualise
their failures, cope with them positively and make the right decisions.

Proof of concept: similar examples targeted at
countering radicalisation in adults
Despite debate over the role religion may or may not play in driving violent
jihad, some efforts have been made to counter violent extremism on the
basis of theological sources. These materials, while aimed at adult audiences,
provide a useful starting point in the development of curricula for a younger
audience. Two notable examples are explored below, including identification
of their strengths and weaknesses with regard to the current policy proposal.
Hannah Stuart and Rashad Ali’s A guide to refuting jihadism: critiquing radical
Islamist claims to theological authenticity refutes jihadist convictions that their
violent ideology is supported within the schools of Sunni jurisprudence, using
citation of core texts and the exegesis of scholars.81 This guide—the first in
English—has policy value in delineating possible counter-arguments to Salafijihadist ideology.82 For example, the manual provides succinct arguments and
jurisprudential citations supporting the concept that respect for the laws of
an adopted homeland and loyalty to that country flow from the examples
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of Muslim observation of treaties (such as the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah). This
incorporates jurisprudential examples across the major schools of Sunni
jurisprudence, including interpretations by Hanbalist scholars, the school
most closely aligned to Salafism. The manual thus forms an excellent basis in
presenting persuasive counter-narratives to vulnerable Muslims.
The manual’s practical application is not without problems. As the authors
note, ‘[t]he existence of traditional legal opinion which differs from that of
modern jihadists contradicts their claims to theological authenticity and, more
significantly, exclusive truth’. The second assertion is correct—the multiple
interpretations of Islam (and other religions) show the diversity of human truth
claims around spiritual belief. I would disagree, however, with the first assertion,
which the authors later recast when they summarise their report to have
shown ‘the aims and methods of jihadist groups as well as the support they
receive from some conservative Sunni and Islamist scholars is antithetical to the
normative values displayed within classical Sunni jurisprudence’.83
Asserting a normative Islam that trumps Salafi-jihadism is problematic since
Salafists draw on primary theological material that predates later jurisprudential
sources. The Salafist creed’s approach to monotheism which involves a rejection
of later heretical accretions is both a valid interpretation of Islamic doctrine (as
valid certainly as any other drawing on a strict interpretation focused solely
on the example displayed by the authors of the core religious materials) and
thus it both necessitates and validates a rejection of later interpretations that
do not align. By ‘normative’, we take the authors to mean a ‘good’ Islam as
opposed to a ‘bad’ Islam.
Disaggregating the various competing sectarian claims of provenance over
the former may be problematic but we agree with the objective suggested
by the approach—that theological arguments can be made to define a
‘better’ approach to Islam as aligned with liberal values, or at the very least
distanced from the nihilistic, anti-civilisational aspects of Salafi-jihadism. The key
approach to success with such a guide would involve intervention prior to or
at the earliest point of indoctrination, well before the subject had amassed
sufficient knowledge of Salafi-jihadi doctrine to develop intellectual arguments
sufficient to discredit the evidences provided in the manual.
The issue of the inverse relationship of the timing of interventions being
impacted by Islamic knowledge of the subject raises another risk associated
with manuals of this nature.84 At the time of publication, the manual received
limited criticism from commentators but with one writer noting the key problem
of the contradictory nature of Islamic theological source material: for every
example that shows Islam as a model for tolerance and plurality, there arguably
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can be found an equally valid source supporting illiberalism and the violent
propagation of the religion. Such criticism is Christian-polemical in nature and
thus has its own unhelpful biases but is nonetheless valid.
For example, the commentator notes Stuart and Ali’s citation of al-Ghazali’s
(1058-1111) proscription against killing women and children as contradicted
by another al-Ghazali passage that allows collateral harm when using siege
engines.85 Historians of Islam and indeed Muslim scholars and commentators
have acknowledged the ideological difficulties presented by the two key
phases of Mohammad’s political life—reflected in the change in approach
between the Meccan and the Medinan phases.86 The former phase presents
a peaceful, negotiated approach to proselytisation, while the latter sees
the commencement of the Islamic conquests. This change in approach has
been noted by earlier scholars, such as Ibn Taymiyya,87 as well as by modern
commentators. For example, the Iraqi Shia politician Ayad Jamal al-Din notes
that confusion in Islamic motivations arises from the contradictory examples
established between the phases:
The Prophet Muhammad lived in Mecca 13 years, as a herald and a warner.
He had no police force, no army, and no money. In Al-Madina, he lived for 10
years, as a herald and a warner, but he also had military power, and [political]
authority…. The first negative phenomenon of the ideological state—even under
the rule of the Prophet Muhammad himself—is that it produces people with a split
personality. Hypocrisy is a reaction not to religion but to the ideological state—
even if this ideological state is ruled by the Prophet Muhammad himself, not to
mention when it is ruled by others.88

Thus, the theological sources are contradictory—and that contradiction
is further complicated by the chronological order of the revelations in the
Quran. Passages that may support tolerance and pluralism may be abrogated
by incompatible messaging revealed at a later time. This highlights the need
to minimise childhood exposure to the latter revelations until younger Muslims
have absorbed the ideological values conveyed in the earlier revelations.
Another template that might be adapted for the primary education context
can be found in the ‘Open letter to Baghdadi’ project.89 The advantage here
lies in the impeccable Islamic scholarly credentials of the authors and those who
have since ratified its arguments. Published in 2014, the letter draws together
‘hundreds of Muslim leaders and scholars worldwide’ as co-signatories to an
open letter to the ISIS leader.
Although nominally addressed to al-Baghdadi, the project is squarely aimed
at deflecting a vulnerable mainstream adult readership prior to committing to
jihad. The letter demonstrates that refutations of Salafi-jihadist ideology require
citation of valid and persuasive religious precedent, and the letter provides
detailed supporting evidence from the Quran, the Hadith and the writings of
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revered scholars throughout Islamic history. The document includes a useful
executive summary of prohibitions and injunctions, which outlines the structure
for the text that follows, refuting with full analysis and citation the contrary
positions held by ISIS. An example is point 4, which encourages tolerance of
differences in opinion:
It is permissible in Islam [for scholars] to differ on any matter, except those
fundamentals of religion that all Muslims must know.90

This is expanded in the text that follows:
The more severe opinion should not be considered more pious, religious or
sincere to God [Subhana Wa Tala]. Indeed, in severity there is exaggeration and
extremism; God says in the Qur’an: ‘God desires ease for you, and desires not
hardship for you’ (Al-Baqarah, 2: 185). Moreover, the Prophet said: ‘Do not be
severe with yourselves lest God be severe towards you. A people were severe
with themselves and then God was severe towards them’. There is delusion and
vanity in severity, because severe people naturally say to themselves: ‘I am
severe. Anyone less severe than me is deficient’; and thus: ‘I am superior to them.’
Herein lies an inherent attribution of ill-intention to God [SWT], as if God [SWT]
revealed the Qur’an to make people miserable. God says: ‘Ta
ˉ ha
ˉ. We have not
revealed the Qur’an to you that you should be miserable’ (Ta Ha, 20: 1-2).91

The executive summary—and the text—thus covers off on the full range of
excesses advocated and perpetrated by ISIS including slavery, harming of
non-combatants and emissaries, suicide operations, torture and disfigurement,
treachery against one’s adopted nation, and the denial of human rights. The
text is aimed at an educated readership likely at the upper-secondary level, with
clear analysis that rarely becomes abstruse, and use of theological precedent
which is easily comprehensible to both Muslim and non-Muslim readers.
The ‘Letter’ would form a useful discussion point on the path to developing a
more practical tool for use with primary-age children. The lead in reshaping
of such material for younger minds must come from Muslim academics,
Islamic scholars and especially community members engaged in primary-age
schooling. The scholarly origins of the ‘Letter’ give it credibility that would lead
to better traction in Islamic communities than a similar guide produced by a
secular think-tank, such as the one published by The Henry Jackson Society.
Key figures in drafting the ‘Letter’ include the Moroccan-Saudi Shaykh
Abdallah bin Bayyah and his prominent student, the American Sheikh Hamza
Yusuf. As noted on the website, there are hundreds of prominent Muslim figures
who have endorsed the letter, including the current Grand Mufti of Egypt,
Sheikh Shawqi Allam, and a former Grand Mufti, Sheikh Ali Gomaa, and HRH
Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad of Jordan. Although these figures would be easily
dismissed by adult Salafists as being part of the heretical establishment, they
would resonate strongly across mainstream expressions in Australian society.
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Reshaping the ‘Letter’ into a format tailored for use within a scholastic context
would be useful in encouraging a non-threatening cooperative dialogue
between community members, academia and officialdom, placing key
responsibilities on Muslim voices. In engaging communities, the appeal to the
authority of the religious leaders in the ‘Letter’ is intended only to generate
confidence in the legitimacy of the approach. It is not meant to infer a handing
of control over to religious leaders and shura councils in local mosques—people
who are themselves the product of ideological and pedagogical modes this
policy is intended to address.
Thus, while Muslim communities and academics would play a key role
in developing scholastic materials, especially in advocacy, non-Muslim
academics with appropriate knowledge of Islamic doctrine, early learning
and community dynamics should also be engaged as partners in the research
and development of materials. This would crucially assist with balance and
maintenance of the original policy objectives.

Conclusion
Rather than seeking temporal answers to ideologically-driven violence, policymakers should re-examine their 21st century secular assumptions and accept
that religious ideology shapes behaviour. Islam is a belief structure—it is the lens
through which humans interpret and find answers to questions of existential
meaning, applied to real-world challenges. While Islam, like any religion
may produce positive outcomes, it also has strong defence mechanisms to
eliminate doubt by confronting epistemological challenges directly, including
a culture of silencing critics by intimidation or violence.
Importantly, and like any other ideology received culturally, Islam is strongly
shaped in the home and local community. Understanding the power of
belief and noting the social research showing hard-wiring of ideology in
early development, policy-makers should complement efforts aimed at
adult counter-radicalisation by encouraging Muslim parents to filter and
shape positive ideology in the home, supported by scholastic materials.
The objective would be to provide the context that is missing in extreme
interpretations. This approach would build resilience and encourage social
participation. It would build trust and confidence across society by allowing
Muslim communities to make a crucial contribution in the countering of
radical and violent extremism. If Islam is the source of the problem, Islam must
be the solution.
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Caveat
At certain points, this essay has drawn on material translated by MEMRI (the
Middle East Media Research Institute). The author is aware of the research
focus of MEMRI, an organisation that primarily reports on negative aspects
of Middle Eastern media discourse. The service is most useful (to the present
author) when it increasingly provides accurate translations of new liberal
voices in the Islamic world, making them accessible to non-Arabic speakers. In
almost all the cases cited, the author has obtained and reviewed the original
un-translated material via online postings by the originating media source, and
can provide links on request.
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